This work presents a general mechanism for executing specifications that comply with given invariants, which may be expressed in different formalisms and logics. We exploit Maude's reflective capabilities and its properties as a general semantic framework to provide a generic strategy that allows us to execute Maude specifications taking into account user-defined invariants. The strategy is parameterized by the invariants and by the logic in which such invariants are expressed. We experiment with different logics, providing examples for propositional logic, (finite future time) linear temporal logic and metric temporal logic.
Introduction
An invariant is a property that a specification or program always requires to be true. In general, we can distinguish between deducible (or external) invariants, which can be proved (or inferred) from the specifications they are defined on, and constraining (or internal) invariants, which form part of the specifications themselves (hence restricting the system behavior).
External invariants do not normally form part of the system specifications or code. Rather, they are used to verify specifications and programs against them, which means that they can be (or need to be) formally deduced from the axioms of the specification. This verification process can be achieved in different ways -and using different techniques and toolsdepending on the logic in which the invariant predicates are expressed, and on the logic supporting the specification notation used. Notice that these two logics may not coincide; in fact, in most cases they do not coincide: we may be interested, for example, in verifying whether a certain program written in Java satisfies a given property expressed in some temporal logic.
In the case of executable specifications of systems, we can use a dynamic approach for checking external invariants. Then, we talk about model checking [9] , if we check all the possible system execution traces. For example, SPIN [35] and Maude [27] model checkers support correctness requirements expressed in linear time temporal logic. Another interesting technique for checking assertions or invariants at runtime is monitoring [10, 32] , where we analyze whether the actual execution trace of the system satisfies a given property. Monitoring techniques study the states obtained during the system execution for detecting erroneous states, stopping the system if necessary, or trying to recover from it when possible. Related to our work, Maude has been efficiently used for monitoring (future time) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [31, 33] and Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) [52] properties of Java programs.
In this paper we consider using external invariants as part of our specifications, making them become internal invariants. We exploit the possibility of defining execution strategies to drive the system execution in such a way that we can guarantee with equationally defined domains. In this logic, sorts are grouped into equivalence classes called kinds. Kinds are implicitly associated with connected components.
In Maude, there are three different types of modules: functional, system and object-oriented modules. Although functional and object-oriented modules are special cases of system modules, since they are not used in the paper, we do not present system modules here (see [13, 14] for additional information). Note however that the strategies and commands we propose are applicable to both system and object-oriented modules.
Functional modules
If an equational specification is confluent, terminating, and sort-decreasing, then it can be executed. Computation in a functional module is accomplished by using the equations as simplification rules from left to right until a canonical form is reached. Some equations, like the one expressing the commutativity of a binary operator, are not terminating, but nonetheless they are supported by means of operator attributes, so that Maude performs simplification modulo the equational theories provided by such attributes, that can be associative (assoc), commutativity (comm), identity (id), and idempotence (idem). The above properties must therefore be understood in the more general context of simplification modulo such equational theories.
In Maude, specifications may be generic, that is, they may be defined with other specifications as parameters. The requirements that a datatype must satisfy are described by theories. For example, lists can be constructed on top of any data, which means that its parameter could be a theory requiring only the existence of a sort. The following module LIST provides a sort List{T} of lists over a given sort of elements (specified by the Elt sort in the TRIV theory) constructed from the constant nil and singleton lists (by means of the subsort declaration) by the associative concatenation operator with empty syntax __. 
L) . endfm
The parameter T :: TRIV indicates that T is the label of the formal parameter, which must be instantiated with modules satisfying the requirements expressed by the theory TRIV. The sorts and operations of the theory are used in the body of the parameterized module, but sorts are qualified with the label of the formal parameter; thus, in this case, the parameter Elt becomes T$Elt in the LIST module. 1 In Maude, parameterized modules are instantiated by means of views. A view shows how a particular module satisfies a theory, by mapping sorts and operations in the theory to sorts and operations in the target module, in such a way that the induced axioms are provable in the target module. The following view Nat maps the theory TRIV to the predefined module NAT of natural numbers.
view Nat from TRIV to NAT is sort Elt to Nat . endv Then, the module expression LIST{Nat} denotes the instantiation of the parameterized module LIST with the above view Nat. Notice that the name of the sort List{T} makes explicit the label of the parameter. In this way, when the module is instantiated with a view, like for example Nat above, the sort name is also instantiated becoming List{Nat}.
The following NAT* theory declares an operator k to represent any natural number value. It will be used below to parameterize the dining philosophers specification with the appropriate number of philosophers. 1 The Maude language has some lexicographic particularities that are worth pointing out to facilitate the reading of the specifications presented in this work: Any token can be used as identifier, and the only symbols breaking tokens are blank spaces, ',', '(', ')', '[', ']', '{', and '}'. Notice that this means, e.g., that 2-3 and T$Elt are single-token identifiers, while List{T} is a 4-token identifier. 
Object-oriented modules
The dynamics of a system in rewriting logic is specified by rewrite rules of the form t → t , where t and t are Σ-terms. These rules describe the local, concurrent transitions possible in the system, i.e. when a part of the system state fits the pattern t, then it can change to a new local state fitting pattern t . The guards of conditional rules act as blocking pre-conditions, and guarantee that a conditional rule can only be fired if the condition is satisfied.
In Maude, object-oriented systems are specified by object-oriented modules in which classes and subclasses are declared.
A class is declared with the syntax class C | a 1 :S 1 , . . . , a n :S n , where C is the name of the class, a i are attribute identifiers, and S i are the sorts of the corresponding attributes. Objects of a class C are then record-like structures of the
where O is the name of the object, and v i are the current values of its attributes.
Objects can interact in a number of different ways, including message passing. Messages are declared in Maude in msg clauses, in which the syntax and arguments of the messages are defined. In a concurrent object-oriented system, the concurrent state, which is called a configuration, has the structure of a multiset made up of objects and messages that evolves by concurrent rewriting using rules that describe the effects of the communication events of objects and messages. The general form of such rewrite rules is crl [r ] : 
A running example: The dining philosophers
Let us introduce here a variation of the well known problem of the dining philosophers as a running example for the different strategies introduced throughout the paper. The problem assumes p philosophers sitting around a table, on which p plates and p chopsticks are laid out. A philosopher can do two things: think or eat. When he thinks, a philosopher does not need the chopsticks; but to eat, he needs the two chopsticks disposed on each side of his plate. Once he has finished eating, the philosopher releases the chopsticks and starts thinking, and then will be hungry again, etc. Our philosophers will not be able to release their chopsticks once lifted until they finish eating. Moreover, to make the system terminating, we introduce a bowl of spaghetti with an initially fixed amount of pasta, so that when the bowl is empty nobody can eat any more. Every time a philosopher eats, he consumes some of the spaghetti in the bowl. Although not necessary for the strategies in the following sections, the termination of the problem adds some intuition to their execution.
We represent philosophers as objects of class Philosopher, and chopsticks as messages. The Philosopher class has three attributes: state, which indicates the state of the philosopher (either thinking, hungry or eating); sticks, which indicates the number of sticks a philosopher has; and lunches, which indicates the number of times a philosopher has eaten. The Bowl class represents bowls of spaghetti, with an amount attribute to indicate the remaining amount of spaghetti in the bowl. The hungry, grab, eat, and full rules below specify the different actions that a philosopher can perform.
The hungry rule makes a philosopher go from thinking to the hungry state. The grab rule models the action of a philosopher lifting a chopstick. Notice that the _can use_ predicate ensures that the chopstick used is close to the philosopher (it has his same identifier or the next one). When a philosopher is in the hungry state and has two sticks, he can eat (eat rule), increasing his number of lunches and decreasing the amount of spaghetti available in the bowl. After eating, a philosopher may release his chopsticks as prescribed by the full rule.
omod DINING-PHILS{P :: NAT*} is protecting NAT/{P} . subsort Nat/{P} < Oid . Furthermore, the module defines the operator initState which, given the initial amount of spaghetti, returns a configuration with k philosophers.
op bowl : -> Oid . op initState : Nat -> Configuration . op initStateAux : Nat -> Configuration . 
N) . endom
In Maude, system modules and object-oriented modules do not need to be Church-Rosser and terminating, therefore the system state may evolve in different directions depending on the order in which we apply the rules. Different strategies are possible depending on how the rule to be applied is selected among the applicable ones, at every rewriting step. Maude provides two built-in strategies: The rewrite command follows a top-down lazy rule-fair strategy, and the frewrite command follows a position-fair bottom-up strategy.
Given a view 5 mapping the k operator in the NAT* theory to the natural number 5, we may use the frewrite command to execute, for example, a configuration of five philosophers with a bowl with a hundred units of spaghetti as follows:
Maude> frewrite in DINING-PHILS{5} : initState(100) . The configuration given is the one resulting from the application of the axioms in the DINING-PHILS{5} module on an initial configuration generated by the initState function. Only two of the philosophers were able to get some spaghetti, since they quickly enter into a deadlock situation. Notice that the rewriting system specified by this object-oriented module, although terminating, is non-confluent, being any of the possible paths valid executions. In the following sections we will present different strategies that will allow us to control executions like this one very simply, defined in terms of high-level invariants that the system specifications should fulfill.
Reflection and meta-programming in Maude
Maude provides key metalevel functionality for metaprogramming and for writing execution strategies. In general, strategies are defined in extensions of the predefined META-LEVEL module by using functions in it-like metaReduce, metaApply, metaXapply, etc.-as building blocks. The META-LEVEL module also provides sorts Term and Module, so that the representations of a term T and of a module M are, respectively, a term T of sort Term and a term M of sort Module.
Constants (resp. variables) are metarepresented as quoted identifiers that contain the name of the constant (resp. variable) and its type separated by a dot (resp. colon), e.g., 'true.Bool (resp. 'B:Bool). Then, a term is constructed in the usual way, by applying an operator symbol to a comma-separated list of terms. Maude provides functions to move between levels of reflection. We will use functions upModule and upTerm to return, respectively, the metarepresentation of a module and a term, and the function downTerm to move down one reflection level, which will be very convenient in the coming sections to display the output in a more readable form.
Of particular interest for our purposes in this work are the partial functions metaReduce, metaRewrite, and metaXapply. The metaRewrite function takes as arguments the metarepresentation of a module M, the metarepresentation of a term t, and a value b of sort Bound: either a natural number or the constant unbounded. The result of the operation metaRewrite(M, t, b) is the metarepresentation of the term obtained from t after at most b applications of the rules in M using the rewrite strategy, together with the metarepresentation of its corresponding type. The operation metaRewrite is analogous to metaReduce, but it uses both equations and rules to rewrite the term. When the value unbounded is given as the third argument, no bound is imposed on the number of rewrites.
Finally, the metaXapply function takes as arguments the metarepresentation of a module M, the metarepresentation of a term t, the metarepresentation of a rule label l, a set of assignments σ defining a partial substitution, a bound value b, and two natural numbers n and m. Intuitively, the operation metaXapply(M, t, l, σ , n, b, m) returns the metarepresentation of the term resulting from applying the rule with label l in M on the term t, using the partial substitution σ and the matching number m. All possible matches of the normal form of t and the left-hand sides of the rules with label l are numbered, starting from 0. The arguments n and b can be used to localize the part of the term where the rule application can take place.
In Maude, we may use the notation '~>' to indicate partiality. For instance, in the case of metaReduce, when either its first argument is a term of sort Module but not a correct metarepresentation M of an object module M, or the second argument is not the correct metarepresentation T of a term T in M, the operation metaReduce is undefined, that is, the term metaReduce(M, T ) does not get evaluated to a term of sort ResultPair, but to an error expression in the kind [ResultPair] .
Execution strategies in Maude: The metaBlindRewrite Strategy
Although the rewrite and frewrite strategies provided by Maude are enough in many cases, the rewriting inference process could not terminate or go in many undesired directions. Thanks to the reflective capabilities that Maude provides, some of which we described briefly in Section 2.4, we can define our own strategies to control its execution.
To illustrate the general approach, and as a first step towards our invariant-guided strategies, let us define a strategy metaBlindRewrite as a function that rewrites a given term by applying to it all the rules in a given module, in any order.
op metaBlindRewrite : Module Term Bound~> ResultPair .
The following describes how this metaBlindRewrite function is specified and works. At the end of this section we will see how it can be used in the dining philosophers example.
To try all the possible rules on the current term in some given order, the strategy needs to iterate on the rule labels of the module to be executed according to our preferences, which can be specified by providing an iterator object. To make the order in which the rules are to be considered independent of the strategy, we assume an ITERATOR theory, which will allow us to parameterize the strategy with a given iterator, with a sort Iterator, a function iterator, which returns an iterator on the labels of the module given as argument, and functions that allow us to iterate on the labels: hasNext, which determines whether there are remaining labels in the structure; next, which returns the iterator with the next label set to be the current one; and getLabel, which returns the current label in the sequence. As metaRewrite (see Section 2.4), metaBlindRewrite takes as one of its arguments a bound (of sort Bound) on the number of rewrites. Since we will need to be able to decrement bounds, stopping the execution when it reaches 0, we assume operators decr and incr, which, respectively calculate the predecessor and successor of a bound. Such definitions are introduced in the BOUND module, which can be found in the Appendix.
The module REW-BLIND below defines the strategy metaBlindRewrite, which tries applying the rules of the given module one by one on the current term until it gets rewritten. If a rule cannot be applied, the next one -according to the defined iterator -is attempted. Once a rule can be applied, the term resulting from such an application becomes the current term, and we start again. If none of the rules can be applied to a term, then such a term and its least sort are returned as the result of the rewriting process. The metaBlindRewrite function takes three arguments: the (metarepresentation of) the module describing the system whose execution we wish to control, the (metarepresentation of) the term representing the initial state of the system, and a bound to the maximum number of execution steps to be taken.
The auxiliary metaBlindRewriteAux function takes four arguments: the module describing the system, the term being rewritten, the bound, and an iterator which allows us to iterate on the labels of the rules to be executed. The strategy leads to a ResultPair containing the term resulting after the requested number of execution steps, or before, if it cannot be further rewritten, and its least sort. We can observe in the resulting configuration that the philosopher [0] has eaten 100 times, and the others have not eaten. Note also that we have parameterized the REW-BLIND module with the iterator defined in the Appendix; a different definition of the iterator could produce a different order of execution of the rules in the strategy. We will make use of the possibility of choosing different iterators in Section 5 to achieve a more convenient traversal of the state space.
With all this, we are now in a position to write and implement different kinds of invariants that guide the execution of the Maude specifications.
Guiding invariants: A state-dependent strategy
In this and the next section, we extend the strategy in Section 3 for defining new strategies that control the execution by taking into account given invariants. Two strategies are introduced, which basically differ in the way they manage the state information used to decide the invariant satisfaction. In Section 4.1, we will introduce the metaInvRewrite strategy, which is state dependent, in the sense that the invariant satisfaction can be decided by studying the current state. This strategy is suitable if we use invariants expressed in, for example, propositional logic or first order logic. Other logics, like, e.g., temporal logics, may require considering the execution trace (or part of it) for establishing the invariant satisfaction, which requires trace-dependent strategies. Since we are interested in future-time temporal logics, we will extend the metaInvRewrite strategy with a backtracking mechanism, by defining in Section 5.1 the metaInvBackRewrite strategy. Such a strategy is more general than the metaInvRewrite strategy, in the sense that it may be used in those cases where metaInvRewrite can be used, although in these cases it introduces the burden of the backtracking mechanism. Basically, we need to use metaInvBackRewrite for logics whose formula satisfiability depends on the trace to come. In case of failure, an alternative path is attempted. We use this strategy for (future time) linear and metric temporal logics. Of course other logics may require different strategies.
We present in Section 4.1 the metaInvRewrite strategy, which controls the execution taking into account given invariants; in Section 4.2 we define a satisfaction relation for propositional logic, and in Section 4.3 we illustrate how we can use the metaInvRewrite strategy with invariants expressed in the logic presented in Section 4.2 to control the execution of the philosophers example described in Section 2.3.
The metaInvRewrite strategy
We define a new strategy which guarantees the satisfaction of a given invariant. In fact, we only need modify the metaBlindRewrite strategy from Section 3 so that it checks that the invariant is satisfied by the initial state and by each new state after a rewriting step. To implement this new metaInvRewrite strategy, we assume a satisfaction Boolean predicate _|=_ such that, given a state of the system S and an invariant I, then S |= I evaluates to true or false depending on whether the state S satisfies the invariant I or not. Thus, the new strategy requires two additional parameters, namely (the metarepresentation of) the invariant and (the metarepresentation of) the module defining the satisfaction relation in the logic used for expressing such an invariant.
The initial term must satisfy the invariant, so that the auxiliary function metaInvRewriteAux is invoked only if the initial state satisfies the invariant. Moreover, the strategy takes a rewriting step only if the term can be rewritten using a particular rule and it yields a next state which satisfies the invariant. An invariant I is checked by evaluating the expression T |= I, for a given candidate transition T L −→ T . Note however that the rewriting process takes place at the metalevel, and we use metaReduce for evaluating the satisfaction of the formula. The checkInv function does this check. 
endfm
Notice the use of the tryRule operator. Since a rule may be applied in different ways on the same term, we must make sure that all of them are attempted before discarding a rule; tryRule tries to apply a rule in all possible ways (using all possible matches) until one leads to a term that satisfies the invariant, or until there is no possible way of applying the rule anymore.
Notice also that the rules describing the system can be written independently of the invariants applied to them, and the module specifying the system is independent of the logic in which the invariants are expressed, thus providing the right kind of independence and modularity between the system actions and the system invariants. In fact, the strategy is parameterized by the system to be executed (M), the invariant to be preserved (I), and the module defining the satisfaction relation (M'). This allows using different logics to express the invariant without affecting the strategy or the system to be executed, as we shall see in the next sections.
Defining logics for driving the execution: The propositional calculus
To be able to use the metaInvRewrite strategy, we need to define a specific logic to express the invariant predicates.
In this section we will use invariants expressed in propositional logic. Thus, we need to define the syntax of such a logic and a satisfaction relation for it.
Given a set of atomic propositions P, the formulas φ of propositional calculus are inductively defined as follows:
where F and F' are propositional formulas, and p ∈ P.
The following module PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS defines the formulas of the propositional calculus. It introduces the sort Formula of well-formed propositional formulas, with two designated formulas, namely True and False. The sort Proposition, corresponding to the set of atomic propositions, is declared as subsort of Formula. Proposition is for the moment left unspecified; we will see below how such atomic propositions are defined for a specific system module. Then, the conjunction, disjunction, exclusive or, negation and implication operators are declared. These declarations follow quite closely the definition of Boolean values in Maude and OBJ3 [30] , which are based on the Church-Rosser and terminating decision procedure proposed by Hsiang [36] . This procedure reduces valid propositional formulas to the constant True, and all the others to some canonical form modulo associativity and commutativity, which consists of an exclusive or of conjunctions.
fmod PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS is sort Proposition Formula . subsort Proposition < Formula . ops True False : -> Formula . op _And_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [assoc comm prec 55] . op _Or_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [assoc comm prec 59] . op _Xor_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [assoc comm prec 57] . op Not_ : Formula -> Formula [prec 53] . op _Implies_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [gather(e E) prec 61] . eq S |= (F And F') = (S |= F) and-then (S |= F') . eq S |= (F Xor F') = (S |= F) xor (S |= F') . eq S |= True = true . eq S |= False = false . endfm
Notice that _|=_ takes a propositional formula as second argument and returns a Boolean value, of sort Bool. In the above specification true, false, _and_ and _xor_ are the Boolean operators in the BOOL predefined module.
Propositional logic invariants: Executing the dining philosophers problem with the metaInvRewrite strategy
If we want to use the propositional calculus to define invariants for a given problem, we need to define the atomic propositions of interest for such a problem. Such propositions may be defined in a new module M-PL-PREDS (being M the module to be executed using the strategy).
As an example, we execute the DINING-PHILS module introduced in Section 2.3 using an invariant for guiding the execution to avoid deadlock situations. The system goes into deadlock if it reaches a state in which each philosopher has one chopstick. We use this information to define the appropriate invariant to be used in the execution of the system. First we define the atomic propositions required. In this example we define the proposition chopsticks(P, N), which holds if the philosopher P has N chopsticks, and we make objects and messages configurations the states of the system. We can then use this proposition to build the deadlock-free formula, which defines a non-deadlock state for the given number of philosophers. For example, for two philosophers the following formula should be constructed. op deadlock-free : -> Formula . op deadlock-free : Nat Formula -> Formula . eq deadlock-free = deadlock-free(k, True) . eq deadlock-free(s N, F) = deadlock-free(N, chopsticks([N], 1) And F) . eq deadlock-free(0, F) = Not F . endom Given the 5 and IterSeqAsIterator views as in Section 3, we can rewrite with the metaInvRewrite strategy an initial configuration with 100 units of spaghetti using the deadlock-free formula as invariant as follows. The invariant guarantees an execution without deadlock, however the resulting configuration reveals an unfair execution. All the spaghetti is eaten by one of the philosophers, even though the others were willing to eat. If we want a less unfair execution we need a more sophisticated invariant. Although we could achieve this using the metaInvRewrite strategy with invariants in propositional logic, in the next section we define invariants expressed in linear and metric temporal logics, which will also allow us to avoid such an unfair execution.
Maude> red in DINING-PHILS-PL-PREDS{5} + REW-

A trace dependant strategy: Dealing with temporal logics
The strategy metaInvRewrite presented in Section 4.1 is valid for those logics in which the satisfaction of a property can be decided looking at a particular state (e.g., propositional logic). However, it does not work for other logics, such as for instance linear temporal logics, in which the satisfaction of formulas cannot be decided considering particular states, but complete traces. For example, consider the LTL invariant restriction []P (P always holds). This invariant requires that any future state maintain the property P, and obviously this cannot be stated by considering only the actual state.
We therefore need to formalize what it means for a finite execution to satisfy a formula. We use a simple formula transformation approach. The idea is to rewrite or transform an LTL formula F when a rewriting step has happened on a state S to a formula F {S}, which represents the new requirement that the system must fulfill for the remaining part of the trace. In this way, the LTL formula to be satisfied evolves into another formula by subsequent transformations.
Thus, in addition to a satisfaction relation _|=_, we will require a transformation function _{_}. Given a state S and an LTL formula F , F {S} returns a new formula which is the formula that needs to be checked immediately after state S. For example, a formula <>F (eventually F ) will be transformed into F Or <>F , that is, it has to be satisfied in the next state or eventually in the future. Notice that if F is not satisfied in the next state, <>F remains as an obligation to be satisfied.
In the case we reach a final state without satisfying the pending obligations, the states where such obligations originated (tentative states) become non-valid states. We provide a strategy which backtracks in these situations, in this way being able to get out of an invalid path when an invariant is not satisfied.
A backtracking-based execution like the one proposed here may really be inefficient, since the number of states becoming non-valid may be considerable. If the state space is big, the execution may be simply inviable. The strategy could be improved with standard techniques, such as heuristics, bounding functions, etc., but we do not do it here. We already provide quite powerful tools for guiding the search: iterators may act as heuristics -they will be very useful in the examples below -and less-demanding logics may help with pruning the search space-metric temporal logic is a good example of this.
The metaInvBackRewrite strategy
In this section we present the metaInvBackRewrite strategy, which modifies the metaInvRewrite strategy by adding a backtracking mechanism. In fact, metaInvBackRewrite covers the cases handled by metaInvRewrite, since it would simply go on in the same path if no backtracking is required.
In this strategy the notion of final state slightly differs from the one used in the metaBlindRewrite and metaInvRewrite strategies. In those, a given state is final if no transition can be applied to it, either because there are no applicable rules or because the resulting state does not satisfy the given invariant. Now, we consider the case in which the states may have pending obligations, and therefore, they become valid states only if such pending obligations are eventually satisfied. Therefore, a final state is one which cannot evolve (i.e., there are no applicable transitions) and has no pending obligations. Note that if a given state has applicable transitions but all of them lead to states which do not comply with the given invariant, such a state is invalid as a final state. This means that although a transition takes place, we may later realize that it was an invalid transition. Basically, the idea here is to take into account that those states being reached while going backwards (when doing backtracking) are not valid as final states.
To provide a backtracking mechanism we have to save the execution path from the initial state up to the current one. We represent such a path as a sequence of nodes, each one containing the information necessary for continuing the execution from it. Each node is represented as a 5-tuple containing the state of the iterator in a given execution step, the number of the matching used in the transition, the term representing the state of the system, the invariant to be satisfied on that state, and a Boolean value stating whether the node can be considered as a candidate to be the final state (candidate status).
A path is then given as a sequence of such 5-tuples. When a backward step is necessary, we obtain the previous node in the sequence and we modify its state, invariant and candidate status, using the information it contains.
This new strategy takes a module (TR) as an additional parameter. Such a module is assumed to define the transformation function _{_} with which to transform the actual invariant after each computation step. Initially, the execution path consists of a single node which contains the initial state, the invariant it satisfies, the iterator in a reset state, and the candidate status with value true.
The first three equations of the auxiliary metaInvBackRewriteAux function in the REW-INV-BACK module below evaluate the possibility of stopping the strategy, either because it has performed the requested execution steps (the bound is 0) or because a leaf node is reached, that is, a state with no applicable rules. If the leaf node is a valid candidate for final state, the pending obligations imposed by the invariant are re-evaluated, but now using the satisfaction predicate (_|=_) after labelling the term representing the state with the label 'final. Note that in the final state all previous proof obligations must be satisfied. For example, the invariant <>P is satisfied in any non-final state because, even if it is not satisfied now, it may be satisfied in the future (it remains as a condition for the future). However, the satisfaction of <>P in the final state requires the satisfaction of P in such a state. The re-evaluation of the satisfaction predicate will check the pending obligations taking into account that the trace remains stationary. If the pending obligations are not satisfied, the strategy backtracks; if backtracking is not possible, an error term is returned.
The non-leaf states are handled by the last equation, which in essence is similar to the one used in the metaInvRewrite strategy, but now dealing with the execution path, the labelling of the nodes as candidate and non-candidate, and the transformation of the invariant predicate for the new state. Note how a given node is switched from candidate to noncandidate when an applicable rule is found, either if the transition takes place or if it is aborted by the invariant restriction.
Note as well that the tryRule operator returns a tuple consisting of the term reached, the candidate status for the source term, and the number of the matching used in the application of the rule. 
Defining logics for driving the system execution: The LTL calculus
Future-time linear temporal logic (LTL) was introduced by Pnueli [48] for stating properties about reactive and concurrent systems. We use it here as an example of a logic which requires extending the strategy given in Section 4.1 for considering part of the traces in the strategy driving the execution.
The standard models of LTL are infinite execution traces, reflecting the behavior of such systems as ideally always being ready to respond to requests. Using temporal logic for proving programs correct or in testing them with respect to requirements specified as LTL formulas is an idea of broad practical and theoretical interest. While the standard models of LTL are infinite traces, finite traces appear naturally when running applications for limited time periods. We use a finite trace variant of LTL, where the finite trace is infinitely extended assuming it remains stationary in the last state.
We define LTL as an extension of the propositional calculus presented in Section 4.2, by adding temporal operators that refer to the future/remaining part of an execution trace relative to a current point of reference. An LTL formula is either a 
. . . The semantics of the propositional operators in LTL formulas is defined by their semantics in the first state of the path, S 0 (see Section 4.2). The rest of the LTL operators are concerned with complete paths, and their semantics is defined as follows:
As we did for the propositional calculus in Section 4.2, if we want to express invariants in LTL, it is necessary to define a syntax for such a logic and a satisfaction relation for it. Furthermore, as we mentioned before, we also have to define the transformation function _{_}.
The following module LTL-CALCULUS defines this LTL logic by declaring the temporal operators.
fmod LTL-CALCULUS is including PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS . var X : Formula .
eq <> X = True U X .
eq [] X = False R X . endfm
The non-constructor connectives []_ (always) and <>_ (eventually) are defined in terms of the basic constructor connectives _U_ (until) and _R_ (release) by the appropriate equations. Thus, we do not need to provide any equation to define the transformation and the satisfaction of such connectives.
Remember that in the PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS module, presented in Section 4.2, we declared a sort Proposition, which is at this moment left unspecified; it will be defined in the module defining the satisfaction of the atomic propositions. eq S |= (F And F') = (S |= F) and-then (S |= F') . eq S |= (F Xor F') = (S |= F) xor (S |= F') . eq S |= True = true . eq S |= False = false .
eq NFS |= (F R F') = (NFS |= F') . eq NFS |= (F U F') = (NFS |= F) or-else (NFS |= F') . eq final(NFS) |= (F R F') = (final(NFS) |= F') . eq final(NFS) |= (F U F') = (final(NFS) |= F') . eq final(NFS) |= P = (NFS |= P) . endfm
As mentioned above, we use a finite trace version of LTL, and we consider the final state as a special situation.
We now distinguish sorts State of non-final states and State* of final and non-final states. As assumed by the metaInvBackRewrite strategy (see Section 5.1), final states are marked using the final operator.
Note that the satisfaction for the propositional operators has the same semantics for final and non-final states; however, for the temporal operators a different behavior has to be considered depending on whether the state is labelled as final or not. In a non-final state they are defined with the expected meaning, but in a final state their meaning takes into account that the trace remains stationary in such a state.
The satisfaction of the release operator F R F does not have a different behavior if the actual state S is final, because it does not require the satisfaction of F anytime in the future. It requires the satisfaction of F , either if the actual state satisfies the releasing formula F , or not. Note that the satisfaction of F does not affect the actual state but future states and, therefore, if the actual state satisfies F , the transformation function would be the responsible for transforming the formula F R F into True for the future.
Finally, our approach requires the use of an invariant transformer function during the evolution of the system, because the invariant may need to be changed after a computation step. For example, given formulas F and G, and an invariant (<> F ) And G, if the computation step produces a state satisfying F , the invariant needs to be transformed into (F Or <> F ) And G, finally becoming G. The following LTL-TRANSFORMER module defines the transformation operator _{_}.
fmod LTL-TRANSFORMER{P :: NAT*} is including LTL-SATISFACTION .
op _{_} : Formula State -> Formula .
var S : State . var P : Proposition . vars F F' : Formula .
eq True { S } = True . eq False { S } = False . eq (Not F) { S } = Not (F { S }) . eq (F Or F') { S } = (F { S }) Or (F' { S }) . eq (F And F') { S } = (F { S }) And (F' { S }) . eq (F Xor F') { S } = (F { S }) Xor (F' { S }) .
eq P { S } = if S |= P then True else False fi .
eq (F R F') { S } = F' { S } And (F { S } Or (F R F')) . eq (F U F') { S } = F' { S } Or (F { S } And (F U F')) . endfm
The propositional operators are transformed with the obvious meaning. A simple proposition P is not concerned with any temporal restriction, therefore it is transformed into the formula True or False, depending on the satisfaction operator. Temporal operators are transformed taking into account their specific temporal semantics. In this way, the pending obligation after transforming the formula F R F states that the next state has to satisfy the transformation of F and furthermore, either the transformation of F (if there is no pending obligation for the future) or not (if the pending obligation propagates the release operator (F R F )). The pending obligation after transforming the formula F U F states that if the next state satisfies the transformation of F , then there is no pending obligation for the future; otherwise, the next state has to satisfy the transformation of F , and the pending obligation propagates the until operator (F U F )).
Defining LTL invariants: Executing the dining philosophers problem with the metaInvBackRewrite strategy
As we did in Section 4.3, we define in a new M-LTL-PREDS module the atomic propositions needed to write invariants and their semantics. We can use the metaInvBackRewrite strategy by using invariants expressed in LTL logic. For example, we could look for some kind of fairness in the system execution by defining an invariant which guarantees that, if a given philosopher gets hungry when the bowl contains enough food, then he will eventually eat. This invariant would avoid the unfair execution shown in Section 4.3 where the first philosopher always eats, thus avoiding that the others philosophers eventually eat, even when they were hungry in the initial configuration and therefore with enough food in the bowl. This invariant is not enough though, since we cannot guarantee that the philosophers get hungry equally often . However, it is a good starting point as we shall see below.
Firstly, it is necessary to create a module defining the atomic propositions to be used (DINING-PHILS-LTL-PREDS) as we explained before. In this case we add three new propositions: eating and hungry, which hold if the state of a given philosopher is eating or hungry; and enough-food, which holds if the remaining food in the bowl allows any hungry philosopher to eat. The auxiliary function num-hungry returns the number of hungry philosophers in a configuration. Although deadlock free and guaranteeing the spaghetti ration, when any of the philosophers gets hungry, we may still get computations with unbalanced distribution of lunches. This fairness definition is clearly not satisfactory for finite executions. Other invariants could be used to obtain a balanced result in any execution, but this is not addressed in this work. In the next section we explain how to use metric temporal logic with our strategy, and as an example we introduce an invariant with which we get a better distribution of food by banning philosophers from picking sticks for some time after eating (see Section 5.5).
The metric temporal logic case
The metaInvBackRewrite strategy may be used with other similar logics. In this section we experiment with a simple version of the metric temporal logic (MTL), and we show how the same strategy may be used, adapting its parameters, that is, the aspects concerning the logic used.
MTL is an extension of LTL with discrete time bounded operators. In MTL, one can specify time intervals where the operators are applied. For example, assuming formulas F and G, and the interval [a, b] , the formula F U [a,b] G (until operator with interval [a, b] ) holds if G holds in some future in the time interval defined between a and b units from the current time, and until then F holds in such an interval. We briefly describe some characteristics of MTL useful to apply our strategy. The reader is referred to, e.g., [3] , for a more detailed description of MTL.
We define the MTL logic as an extension of the LTL logic defined in Section 5. 
The remaining operators are not concerned with intervals, and therefore, their satisfaction is defined as we specified in Section 5.2 for the LTL operators.
As we did for the propositional calculus in 
)) . endfm
If the current time is before the interval (a > 0), then the formula has no effect; otherwise, it is evaluated as an LTL formula. Note that when the execution reaches the end of the interval, the transformation function transforms the given formula into True or False, as it is not necessary to evaluate the satisfaction of an MTL formula after the interval. Notice that the aspects concerning the final state are handled when checking the satisfaction of the LTL operators.
Finally, we need a transformation function. As MTL extends LTL with new operators dealing with time intervals, we define the transformation function for the MTL operators by extending that of the LTL operators. For MTL operators, time intervals must be recalculated to take into account the time elapsed. We assume the clock moves forward one time unit with each rule execution; since such a transformation is applied every time a rule is applied, we obtain such a behavior by ticking every time the transformation is applied. The module MTL-TRANSFORMER defines the transformation function _{_} for the MTL operators. We assume well defined intervals [a, b] 
Defining MTL invariants
Now, we can use the metaInvBackRewrite strategy with MTL invariants. The module DINING-PHILS-MTL-PREDS below defines the propositions to be used by extending the module DINING-PHILS-LTL-PREDS with the proposition grab-some, which holds if a given philosopher picks up some chopstick. op allow-others : Nat Formula -> Formula . eq allow-others = allow-others(k, True The allow-others formula guarantees that a philosopher does not hold any chopsticks in the k states after eating; notice that this also forces the philosopher to leave the eating state, since he must release the sticks before starting the interval [1,k] .
We can now use the metaInvBackRewrite strategy to achieve a more efficient execution by pruning all those paths we are not interested in. The only required change is to instantiate the strategy with the MTL logic, and the use of the appropriate satisfaction and transformation functions for this logic. Notice that we have used the iterator defined in the ITERATOR-SEQ module, executing the system in a reasonable amount of time.
Maude> red in DINING-PHILS-MTL-PREDS{5} + REW-INV-
New commands to rewrite with invariants at the object level
Full Maude [23, 24] and its execution environment are implemented using the reflective capabilities of Maude. Such environment allows us to extend Maude with new features easily [13, 22, 24] . In particular, the addition of new commands or the redefinition of existing ones is a simple task. This section describes the new commands we have added to Full Maude to be able to execute our specifications by taking into account invariants. These new commands enable users to benefit from the strategies presented in previous sections without having to go the metalevel.
We do not give here all the details on how to add these commands. We refer the reader to the documentation on Maude [13, 14] or to previous works in which other commands have been proposed following a similar approach [20, 21] . Instead, we give some very general guidelines, introduce the newly defined commands, and illustrate their use with several examples.
Most commands in Full Maude define the actions to take when a command is introduced by a corresponding metafunction. For instance, a rewrite command is executed by calling the metaRewrite metalevel function. In the previous sections, we have provided the metaInvRewrite and metaInvBackRewrite functions, which will be used for executing respective commands rewInv and rewInvBack. While rewInv invokes the metaInvRewrite strategy, rewInvBack uses metaInvBackRewrite. Given a term T in a module M and an invariant I in a module M', we may write the commands:
where n is a bound on the number of rewrites. In rewInvBack, the third module M" is the one specifying the transformation function.
With such commands available, the example presented in Section 4.3 could be executed as follows:
Maude> rewInv in DINING-PHILS-PL-PREDS{5} : initState(100) with deadlock-free in DINING-PHILS-PL-PREDS{5} . 
Related work
As reviewed in [11] , although the industrial use of assertions for software testing and analysis is in its initial stages, its history in computer science research and in software development practice is long and fruitful. Assertions are one of the most useful techniques for detecting faults, and its current popularity is revealed by the proliferation of assertion capabilities for widely-used programming languages such as C#, Java, and C++.
State-based specification languages such as Z [51] , VDM [38, 28] or B/AMN [1] allow the definition of invariants or constraints as part of the system specifications. They describe a system in terms of its state and the changes of this state by giving invariants and pre-and post-conditions of operations, and support specification, verification, refinement, and analysis of programs at early stages of development and at high level of abstraction. Derrick and Smith [18] explore the use of temporal logics to express properties about the state of systems over time, and how those properties are preserved under refinement. They point out how understanding the relation of temporal logics and Z was a first step toward developing model-checking support for the language, as later realized, e.g., in [17] . The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [47] also supports the specification of invariants and pre-and post-conditions through the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [46] . The extension of OCL with temporal operators to formulate temporal constraints has been studied by different authors (see, e.g., [55, 49, 16, 19, 29, 7] ).
These formalisms come with tools like the B-Toolkit [39] for B, Possum [42] , PiZA [34] , and ZANS [37] for Z specifications, and USE [50] and KeY [2, 4] for UML that perform a reasonable execution/simulation and analysis of system specifications. However, in all these cases the logics in which the constraints are specified are fixed, determined as part of the language definition. Mixing invariants expressed in disparate logics is something that our approach naturally provides, and that can be very useful in many interesting situations, as we have shown above.
Rewrite systems like Stratego/XT [8] or ELAN [6, 5] support the specification of strategies by providing a strategy language; but in both cases, the rewriting strategy is a user-definable entity with the purpose of providing more control over the selection of rules and the order of normalization. Our work can be seen as a generalization of these, where the user-defined invariants are the ones that drive the rewrite process, not the strategies on the rules. This provides significant benefits to users, who do not need to learn any new strategy language, express their invariant in terms of strategies (something not trivial in many cases) and then debug such specifications. In our approach users can just focus on stating the system invariants in the logics that are better suited and more natural for them, and the new commands we have developed take care of controlling the rewrite process accordingly (and without errors).
Conclusions
We have proposed generic invariant-driven strategies, which control the execution of systems by guaranteeing that given invariants are satisfied. Our strategies are generic in the sense that they are parameterized by the system whose execution they control, by the logic in which the invariants are expressed, and by the invariants themselves. This parametrization, together with the level of modularization of the approach, allows improving quality factors such as extensibility, understandability, usability and maintainability.
We have used the powerful meta-programming capabilities of the Maude language to provide an execution environment for specifications that include constraining invariants expressed in different logics. These capabilities have allowed us to provide such support in a small Maude specification. In fact, the whole code for the implementation of this novel approach (including all the required definitions for dealing with the three logics considered) is included in this article (four auxiliary modules have been moved to the Appendix for readability purposes). Only the Full Maude extension providing the new commands to simplify access to the normal user has been sketched in the article. The whole code, together with the rest of the sources and examples, is available at http://maude.lcc.uma.es/ids.
Our approach has been demonstrated with three different logics, the propositional calculus, the (finite future time) linear temporal logic (LTL) and a variant of this, the metric temporal logic (MTL). We have experimented with the specification of the dining philosophers problem, which has been executed under the different strategies provided using invariants expressed in the different logics considered. The proposal has also been used in [26] for writing and executing ODP Information Viewpont specifications, in particular for driving the system execution according to the dynamic and invariant schemata defined for the system. An alternative approach to the strategies, based on program transformations, has been presented in [25] .
We are now studying the possibility of extending the strategies to be used in the UML context. Maude is a good candidate to support executing and reasoning about UML specifications. OCL allows us to express restrictions on the UML specifications, and we think that our strategies are a suitable vehicle for handling the OCL restrictions with a similar scheme to the one presented in this paper.
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Appendix. The BOUND and ITERATOR-SEQ Modules
The following BOUND module defines the operators decr and incr, that, respectively, calculate the predecessor and successor of a bound.
fmod BOUND is protecting META-LEVEL . var N : Nat . op decr : Bound~> Bound . op incr : Bound -> Bound . eq decr(unbounded) = unbounded . eq decr(s N) = N . eq incr(unbounded) = unbounded . eq incr(N) = N + 1 . endfm
The following LABELS module provides a labels function that returns a list of quoted identifiers representing the labels of the module given as parameter. 
endfm
The following ITERATOR-SEQ module provides a specific iterator to be used by our strategy.
